U.S.S. Seleya – Stardate 10009.10


Host Cheryl says:
SUMMARY:  The Seleya is ten minutes out from docking at Starbase 13, where they will be turning over all evidence relating to the Clone Conspiracy to personnel there.  Savek is still in the brig, by his own request.


Host Cheryl says:
At the starbase, Ekaf will be taking the plunge into marital waters, and the crew will be stocking up for an extended patrol assignment.

Host Cheryl says:
Starbase personnel will use @.


Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Seleya Mission:  Taking Stock>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Seleya Mission:  Taking Stock>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CNS_Lerner says:
::in her quarters:: *CTO*: Permission to visit Admiral Savek, Sir?

Host Savek says:
:::sitting in brig ::

CEO_Lira says:
:: In Main Engineering ::

OPS_Jameson says:
::sits at OPS, trying to find where she can steal extra pads from to send to Lira::  Self:  She's gonna need them!

SB_OPS_Lt_Sorensen says:
@::At OPS station on starbase.::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::in her office in the SB, going through PADDs and PADDs and PADDs....::

MO_Suder says:
::in sickbay, still reading over the information on the quantum signatures::

XO_Toorain says:
::sitting in his chair on the bridge::

CIV_Kormel says:
::in TR, staring at CNS::

EO_Hewitt says:
::is about to exit his quarters after getting all his stuff in place::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::sitting in his ready room::

CNS_Lerner says:
::straightening her uniform while she awaits the CTO's permission to visit the Admiral in the brig::

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::at Ops, watching events in the starbase::

Waiter_Lara says:
@::wiping down the bar at the Starbase and watching the others get ready for the wedding reception::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::at post shaking a little::

CTO_Esjam says:
*CNS* Granted. Do you need an escort counsellor?

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@::standing just behind Sigiura watching::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::leaves her office and heads for Ops::

CNS_Lerner says:
::repeats her comm. hail:: *CTO*: Commander . permission to visit Admiral Savek in the brig Sir?

MO_Suder says:
::humming to herself as she works::

CNS_Lerner says:
::sighs as the response comes through as she is speaking::

CIV_Kormel says:
::in Mess hall, eating lunch;;

Waiter_Lara says:
@::pokes the comm on the wall:: *T`Lar*: boss... we almost have the lounge ready for the reception.. you wanted blue and yellow right?

CTO_Esjam says:
*CNS* Granted, do you need an escort counsellor?

OPS_Jameson says:
::sneaks a glance around the bridge::  *CEO*:  Captain is away,  we can let the Admiral play!!!!

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*Waiter* I wanted WHAT? Uh, yes, sure.

CNS_Lerner says:
*CTO*: No Sir ... ::exits quarters and walks towards the turbolift ... relieved not to have an escort for once::

CIV_Kormel says:
::wolfs down his Spaghetti::

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::turns to Galenzoski::  Galenzoski:  Do you have those reports, Lieutenant?

XO_Toorain says:
FCO: Time to the starbase?

SO_Farewell says:
::in main engineering::

MO_Suder says:
::looks up from her work:: *CEO*: How's your head today Tam?

CIV_Kormel says:
Self: this is pretty good...

CEO_Lira says:
:: Smiles :: *OPS* His on his way

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::walks up to her boss:: SB_CTO: Sir.

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: 9 minutes sir

EO_Hewitt says:
*CEO*: Chief Lira .... Hewitt here... was wondering if you needed me for anything?

CNS_Lerner says:
::enters the turbolift:: TL: Brig

CEO_Lira says:
*MO* Bad yours

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@Sigiura: Not ye Ma'am

XO_Toorain says:
::Raises an eye-ridge at OPS' back::

Waiter_Lara says:
@::looks at the comm and raises an eyebrow:: *T`Lar*: we are almost ready.. another 10 15 minuets tops

SO_Farewell says:
::looks at the engineering console::  CEO: Scan in progress Ma'am...

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@T`Lar:  Report, Lieutenant....

OPS_Jameson says:
::starts to wonder if this is a good idea....she's already in trouble with the Captain::

CIV_Kormel says:
::finishes his plate and downs his Water::

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: have you considered my invitation yet sir?

CTO_Esjam says:
::checks his tactical panel on the bridge::

Host Savek says:
::Finishes his paperwork and puts the padds away in theri lockbox::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*waiter* Okay, okay... go on, I'll be right there...

XO_Toorain says:
FCO: No.

CIV_Kormel says:
::Thinks well... back to the gates of grethor then...::

CEO_Lira says:
:: Gets the transporter cheif to beam the Admiral to Anyas consol ::

MO_Suder says:
::groans:: *CEO*: well, i remember one night when it felt worse... ::grimaces remembering:: ///but it wasn't by much...

CNS_Lerner says:
::the turbolift halts ... Rissa exits and walks towards the brig, nodding at the guard as she enters::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@CTO: All quiet sir... and almost ready for the wedding.

CIV_Kormel says:
::exits mess hall and heads towards the bridge::

Waiter_Lara says:
@::shrugs and closes the comm:: 

XO-Toorain_ says:
OPS: Who is the Admiral?

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@Galenoski: I need them, now.  Do what you can.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Time passes, and Seleya is now two minutes out from the starbase

MO_Suder says:
*EO*: Lt...report to sickbay as soon as Ly Lira has no use for you...

EO_Hewitt says:
::wonders if his combadge is working::

Host Savek says:
::rises and Stretches as teh Cns enters::

OPS_Jameson says:
::watches as a small white teddy appears on Anya's console::

CNS_Lerner says:
Savek: Admiral - should you still be behind that force field, Sir?

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: ETA 2 minutes sir

XO-Toorain_ says:
::hears the transporter beam::

CIV_Kormel says:
::sits in chair next to XO and contemplates the humiliation of this assignment::

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@Sigiura: aye Ma'am, i'll contact the Seleya when she docks

CEO_Lira says:
*EO* No not needed yet

MO_Suder says:
::sighs waitong for EO to answer::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::walks over to the replicator and replicates some headache tablets::

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: The wedding is today sir..please...

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@Galenzoski:  See that you do, Lieutenant.

XO-Toorain_ says:
OPS: What has been beamed onto or off the bridge?

OPS_Jameson says:
::she picks up the toy,  and tries to rearrange him so he doesn't fall off the station::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@CTO: Orders, sir?

CNS_Lerner says:
Savek: I feel as if this is all my fault ... although I really have no idea what happened to make a duplicate appear Sir

MO_Suder says:
*CEO*: can i get you anything for it?

CEO_Lira says:
:: Looks at the SO :: SO: Have we picked anything uip yet?

Host Savek says:
Cns: this is just a security precaution , to save your ship grief

XO-Toorain_ says:
FCO: I know it is.

OPS_Jameson says:
::hides teddy with her body::

CMO_Viper says:
::jumps up remembering the Captain wanted to speak to him::

SB_OPS_Lt_Sorensen says:
@CTO: Shall I hail the Seleya for you, sir?

OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  Nothing sir....

CEO_Lira says:
*MO* a little later ... but yes

SO_Farewell says:
::looks at the mysterious box, keeping an eye on the readings::  CEO: Nothing yet Ma'am...

EO_Hewitt says:
::takes the combadge and slams it on the side of the corridor while getting to the TL::

CIV_Kormel says:
::grunts, while thinking of what will happen over the next year::

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@T`Lar:  Thank you.  You had better prepare for it now.  The Seleya will not be here for long

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: hen dont ruin my day sir..please consider it

FCO_Ekaf says:
<then>

CNS_Lerner says:
Savek: We should be arriving at Starbase 13 any time now ... I wish I could throw more light onto the murder ... but I am clueless!

MO_Suder says:
::smiles:: *CEO*: Understood...

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@CTO: Yes, sir... ::wanders off::

CMO_Viper says:
::walks out of his quarters and into a turbolift::  TL: Bridge!

Host Savek says:
Cns: I am sure we will get to the bottom of it....sooner or later, I think your crew has assembled important clues

Waiter_Lara says:
@::looks over the table of  Gallamite food and wrinkels nose:: self: we never ate this on betazed

MO_Suder says:
~~~EO: are you coming in Tom?~~~

XO-Toorain_ says:
OPS: I heard something.  Access the transporter logs please, ensure they have not been used.

CMO_Viper says:
::walks off the turbolift and onto the bridge::

CMO_Viper says:
::looks to see if the Captain is there::

MO_Suder says:
::thinks this is a much better way to communicate::
.

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::arrives in the reception hall and looks for a waiter::

CNS_Lerner says:
Savek:  Sir - I checked your signature with the Starbase computer before I started the assignment ... it all checked out .... can Stoe have been the only .... the only bad guy around?

EO_Hewitt says:
*anyone*: Testing... 1,2.... this darn thing is broken... again... anyone?

OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  Sir...They have been used.

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::turns to Galenzoski::  Come with me.  We're going to need to greet our newly-arrived comrades.....

Host Savek says:
Cns: Do you care to be informed as to the result ?

OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  But i gave permission

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@Sigiura: aye;

XO-Toorain_ says:
OPS: For what?

CNS_Lerner says:
Savek: In view of all the work I did for these ... people ... a conclusion would be a happy outcome Sir!

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@::follows the CTO::

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::enters the turbolift, waiting for the ACTO to join him::

Waiter_Lara says:
@::adds a few more flowers and some glasses to the mix:: self: hmm.. somethings missing

Host Savek says:
Cns: I am sure there are others behind it, he was probably just a pawn

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@Enters the TL::

CIV_Kormel says:
::puts hands together and squeezes as hard as he can to release the anger that is restrained within him::

CNS_Lerner says:
Savek: He Sir?  She I thought?

CMO_Viper says:
::walks towards the ready room and presses doorchime::

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@TL: Docking Bay

CEO_Lira says:
SO: Run the Signitures through the computer from the box and Dead Aide see if we can get a match at all

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::walks up to Lara:: Lara: How are things?

MO_Suder says:
::sighs and tries again::  ~~~EO: Tom! come in...i know you're there!~~~

Host Savek says:
Cns: indeed

OPS_Jameson says:
::sees the CMO go into the Ready Room,  and begins the fun::

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO:ETA 30 seconds sir.

EO_Hewitt says:
::walks in the TL:: TL: ME.

XO-Toorain_ says:
FCO: Prepare for docking procedures.

Waiter_Lara says:
@T`Lar: oh it's going great.. but um.. I think we need to alter the menu a tad.. ::puts hands on hips::

CNS_Lerner says:
Savek: If there is any way I can assist .... I feel so responsible .... and that the Commander should be knifed too ...

CMO_Viper says:
::presses door chime again::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CMO: Come

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: aye sir. Sir...?

CMO_Viper says:
::Enters the ready room::

OPS_Jameson says:
*CEO*:  Matt has just gone to see Bolitho....shall I put Yorkie in command?

CIV_Kormel says:
FCO: Would you allow me to ... bless the wedding for you?

SB_OPS_Lt_Sorensen says:
@::Follows the Seleya docking on screen.::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@Lara: Oh?

CMO_Viper says:
CO: You requested to see me.

CTO_Esjam says:
::monitors the ships approach to the Starbase::

MO_Suder says:
::growls. wondering if the EO is ignoring her:: *CEO*: is your assistant there Tam?

MO_Suder says:
<ignoring>

FCO_Ekaf says:
CIV: I would. just be careful!

Waiter_Lara says:
@T`Lar: is holodeck 3 ready for the wedding?

CEO_Lira says:
:: Laughs :: *OPS* If you can get away with it

SO_Farewell says:
CEO: Understood...comparing then now...  ::takes the signatures from the dead aides and runs a comparing sequence::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CMO: Have a seat Commander

XO-Toorain_ says:
OPS: Who is Yorkie?

CIV_Kormel says:
FCO: i am always careful

Host Savek says:
Cns: I have my mind on a few other things at the moment as well. It seems that her nephew is missing, but there has been no cry of alarm. That indicates to me some sort of abject fear on his parents part

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::shakes head:: I don't know, is it?

OPS_Jameson says:
*CEO*:  I can try!

CMO_Viper says:
::moves over to chair and sits down::

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Ready to dock, sir, with the starbases permission.

FCO_Ekaf says:
CIV: good.

XO-Toorain_ says:
::nods:: OPS: open a channel to the starbase.

CIV_Kormel says:
::Grins::

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@Sigiura: how long have you been aboard the Starbase?

CEO_Lira says:
*OPS*: Just dont get in to trouble

Waiter_Lara says:
@::looks at T`Lar:: You better go check

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::enters the docking bay::  *OPS*: How much longer, Ensign?

CNS_Lerner says:
Savek:  I share your fears Sir ... is there anything I can do to make your stay here more comfortable?

OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  Yes sir.  ::opens channel::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya arrives at the Starbase

CEO_Lira says:
:: Waits to see of the SO gets a match ::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@Lara: No, you go check, I'll take care of the menu.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CMO: With regard to Dr. Suder's recent behavior and your actions that tried to cover up the fact that she was on the BoP....

CIV_Kormel says:
::Thinks a spot of light in the darkness::

Host Savek says:
Cns: I should be departing at the SB, I think

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@Galenzoski: Two years, Lieutenant.  ::looks straight ahead::

XO-Toorain_ says:
FCO: Request permission, and dock.  Let's see how competant you are at something as simple as that then.

SB_OPS_Lt_Sorensen says:
@::Makes sure that all systems are operating at the docking bay where the Seleya is.::

Waiter_Lara says:
@T`Lar: but.. but.. I'm just the waiter?1 I don't know how to work a holodeck!

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: we are at the starbase...launching docking sequence

EO_Hewitt says:
::doors open to ME and goes right to the tools console::

CNS_Lerner says:
Savek: Well ... we should be there any minute ... an escort will no doubt arrive soon Sir

MO_Suder says:
::sighs, resigned to teh fact no-one wants to talk to her...::

OPS_Jameson says:
::picks up the teddy , together with a towel, and moves to another station closer to the 'Big Chair'::

CIV_Kormel says:
::mumbles:: self: more competent than youll ever be, ferengi

Host Savek says:
::nods::

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Yes...

CEO_Lira says:
:: Looks up at her new EO and smiles ::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::sighs:: Lara: Whatever. But I need everything done here, for the reception.

CTO_Esjam says:
::secures the security station for docking::

Host Savek says:
Cns:  After you have been in the fleet a while you do what is needed...makes life easier

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Perfectly docks the USS Seleya without even a bump:: XO: We have docked.

MO_Suder says:
*CEO*: can you hear me...please come in...

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@Lara: And make sure there is enough slat and honey.

Waiter_Lara says:
@::has an idea:: T`Lar: and it is.. oh padon me.. ::runs to the kitchen and talks to the chef and a scream is heard..::

CEO_Lira says:
*MO* Sorry Kesh

EO_Hewitt says:
::doesn't see the CEO and starts replacing a defective micro-circuit on his badge::

CNS_Lerner says:
*CTO*: Commander Esjam .... I hope Admiral Savek can be escorted to somewhere more congenial quickly Sir ... the brig is NOT the place for an Admiral!

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: well sir?

XO-Toorain_ says:
CIV: I understand that the warp plasma conduits will requrire routine maintenance, would you care to take care of that?

XO-Toorain_ says:
FCO: About time.

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@Sigiura: I'm just here on temporary assignment

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CMO: I understand the need to well ...take responsibility for officers under your command actions. You know that an officer relieved of command, is only re-instated by myslf or commander Toorain

SB_OPS_Lt_Sorensen says:
@COM: Seleya: Welcome to the starbase. All systems are operational in your docking bay.

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: sir...the wedding?

MO_Suder says:
*CEO*: is Hewitt there?

XO-Toorain_ says:
FCO: I'll think about it.

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: yes, sir, but i believe an engineering officer would be more capable.

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@*OPS Sorenson*: How much longer, Lieutenant?

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: i might...screw up, sir

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::walks out and goes to check the holodeck::

CMO_Viper says:
CO: I do.

CEO_Lira says:
*MO* I Noticed :: Laughs ::

OPS_Jameson says:
::notices the Ferengi looking the opposite direction, and quickly deposits ADMIRAL YORKIE, manager of the 8th fleet, on the captain's chair::

XO-Toorain_ says:
CIV: And I believe toothbrushes exist for that reason, if no other.

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: wll its in 10 -15 minutes sir

Waiter_Lara says:
@::comes out of the kitchen with a tray of human dishes and salt and honey:: 

FCO_Ekaf says:
<well>

EO_Hewitt says:
::close the top part of the badge... and it blipps twice::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*CTO* Sir, I'm in the holodeck, ready, willing and... hopefully able.

OPS_Jameson says:
:: quickly scurries back to her station::

EO_Hewitt says:
*?*: Hewitt here...

CNS_Lerner says:
::nods at the Security Guard while she waits for the CTO's response::

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@*T`Lar*: Acknowledged.  Good luck, Lieutenant.

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: I am your aide, sir. if those are your orders.

MO_Suder says:
*CEO*: Godd, well, hit him for me will you?...he just cost me a physical slot...

XO-Toorain_ says:
::turns away from the CIV::

SB_OPS_Lt_Sorensen says:
@*Sigiura* The Seleya has just docked sir.

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*CTO* Thanks, I'll need it...

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Permission to be relieved to prepare for the wedding

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: but i will have to tell the captain that i wont be at your side , sir

XO-Toorain_ says:
::catches sight of 'Yorkie' on the Captain's chair::

CEO_Lira says:
*MO * Ok I will when I get the chance

XO-Toorain_ says:
::blinks, and turns to look at it::

OPS_Jameson says:
::smirks under her breath::

XO-Toorain_ says:
FCO: Permission.....I'll think about it.

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@::hasn't gotten a response from the CTO, so he just shrugs it off::

Waiter_Lara says:
@::finishes off the room and grins.. the 2 tables of food and the open bar all set::

CTO_Esjam says:
::feels uneasy at having some more shoreleave so soon::

XO-Toorain_ says:
::picks up Yorkie, out of the chair::

Waiter_Lara says:
<grins>

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Please don't be so arrogant and stupid...

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Nods:: CMO:  I want you to please to look after Dr. Suder, she is a valuable member of this crew, look after her please, and please next time you know the 'right' course of action

CEO_Lira says:
SO: What have we got so far

CNS_Lerner says:
::also waiting for the CTO to respond:: *CTO*: How long does the Admiral have to stay in the brig?  If we are Starbase cannot an escort be provided quickly?

MO_Suder says:
::is so releaved at the idea of having shoreleave so soon after the last lot...not that she had time to relax on risa!::

CNS_Lerner says:
<at>

EO_Hewitt says:
::finally realizes he's not alone:: CEO: Chief?

XO-Toorain_ says:
FCO: Would you like to be removed of duty for insubordination?  ::strokes Yorkie's furry back::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::paces the holodeck nervously.... yes, she is a very weird Vulcan::

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Sir...no sir.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CMO: Anything from your side?

CEO_Lira says:
EO: Well its nice you noticed me ?

EO_Hewitt says:
::puts his badge back in place::

XO-Toorain_ says:
::smiles:: FCO: Good.  ::cuddling Yorkie::

CNS_Lerner says:
Savek: My apologies Sir ... things are taking longer than I anticipated ...

Waiter_Lara says:
@::thinks that T`Lar is a weird vulcan and need a good man to calm her down::

CTO_Esjam says:
*CNS*: The Admiral is free to leave whenever he wishes. I will arrange to have the forcefields lowered immediately

Host Savek says:
Cns:  Docking is a busy time

EO_Hewitt says:
CEO: I'm sorry Chief... was fixing my combadge...

FCO_Ekaf says:
::looks at the time::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::thinks the waiters on teh SB are getting out of hand::

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@::stands besides Sigiura and waints for the Seleya crew to disembark::

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: sir, are you sure that.. thing will not interfere with your duties, sir?

MO_Suder says:
*FCO*: Eman...we;ve docked right?

CNS_Lerner says:
::hears the CTO and thinks ... at last:: Savek:  Perhaps I can escort you Sir?   Or do you prefer an armed guard?

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Not particularly.  I needed a competant officer and there was no one better for the job than Dr. Suder.  I felt it unnessecary to have her stuck in her quarters when there were much more pressing needs at hand, but I understand she was relieved for a reason.  It won't happen again.

CEO_Lira says:
EO: Well I trust you have sorted it now ?

FCO_Ekaf says:
*MO* Yes we have...

EO_Hewitt says:
CEO: So... I guess we will be working together .... ::grins::

Host Savek says:
CNS: I would Enjoy your company ::smiles::

XO-Toorain_ says:
CIV: It's a teddy bear.  ::places it back in the captain's seat:: OPS: Miss Jameson?

MO_Suder says:
*FCO*: who has teh bridge?

CEO_Lira says:
EO: Hmmm So It seems

CNS_Lerner says:
Guard: Lower the force field please ...

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: Teddy... bear, sir?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CMO: Thank you Dr. dismissed

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::shakes herself to:: ACTO: I'm sorry, did you ask me a question?

OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  Yes sir???  ::all innocence::

CEO_Lira says:
SO: Can we look at the DNA Side ogf things

CMO_Viper says:
CO:  Thank you sir.  ::stands up, nods and exits the ready room::

FCO_Ekaf says:
*MO*; The XO

XO_Toorain says:
OPS: Is this what you transported to the bridge?

CNS_Lerner says:
::the Guard grins and complies:: *CTO*: I will escort the Admiral off ship if that is in order Sir?

EO_Hewitt says:
CEO: Did you receive my report on some modifications to be made on warp coils allignments?

CEO_Lira says:
EO: Not yet

OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  What are you referring to sir????

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@Sigiura: yes but it doesn't matter now.. don't worry

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::is still sitting around in the holodeck... thinking evil thoughts::

MO_Suder says:
*FCO*: thanks... *XO*: Sir...is now a good time to transfer all file pertaining to the clones to teh star base?

MO_Suder says:
<files>

CTO_Esjam says:
*CNS*: It seems fine to me. Please give the Admiral my regards

XO_Toorain says:
::picks up Yorkie again:: OPS: This.

FCO_Ekaf says:
*MO*: No problem

CMO_Viper says:
::Looks around at the bridge officers::

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::nods::

CNS_Lerner says:
*CTO*: Acknowledged Sir.  Savek:  Shall we go Admiral?

Waiter_Lara says:
@::gets in her blue and yellow uniform for the wedding reception and straightens her shirt::

Host Savek says:
Cns: Please

XO_Toorain says:
*MO* If you wish to.

OPS_Jameson says:
::Keeps her back to Toorain::  XO:  ummmmmmm.....

SO_Farewell says:
::looks confused at the scanning results::

CNS_Lerner says:
Savek: Commander Esjam sends his regards Sir

CMO_Viper says:
::Then notices the view screen and sees that we've docked::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::head is really throbbing::

OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  Matbe sir

OPS_Jameson says:
<maybe>

MO_Suder says:
*XO*: uhh, thank you sir... ::was expecting something a bit more formal from an XO, oh well::#

Host Savek says:
Cns: Thank you, and ask him to permit the removal of my craft also

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*Lara* what are wearing?

CIV_Kormel says:
::sighs::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::stands up and leaves post::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
<you>

CMO_Viper says:
::Then remembers something and turns to chime the ready room::

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@Sigiura: shall we not meet the crew?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CMO: Come

CNS_Lerner says:
::gestures the Admiral to precede her and nods:: *CTO*: The Admiral would appreciate his shuttle being returned to him too ... please arrange this for him?

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@*CO*: Captain Bolitho, please respond.

FCO_Ekaf says:
:;walks to the ready room::

EO_Hewitt says:
CEO: Should be on your desk by now.

CEO_Lira says:
SO: Look at DNA sequences see if they are anyway connected to the box

XO-Toorain_ says:
OPS: Do you remember what it's like to be in the brig, Lieutenant?

CMO_Viper says:
::Enters the ready room again::

Waiter_Lara says:
@::tells the staff they can sample the extra food.. and heads to the kitchen for a glass of Kanar with the Cardassian Chef:

FCO_Ekaf says:
::hits the chime::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*Lara* Hello!?!?

CNS_Lerner says:
::walks along the corridor with the elderly Admiral towards the nearest docking port::

SO_Farewell says:
::looks at the CEO::  CEO: Apparently not...

CEO_Lira says:
EO: Well I will take a look at it later ... So how have you been

OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  Sir,  I would like to think that would be a little extreme

MO_Suder says:
::punches in a few access codes and begins sending all relevant data to her counterpart on the starbase::

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Captain, I just remembered I brought this for you.  ::pulls our a hypospray from his pocket::  I knew you had a migraine and I thought this might help.

CTO_Esjam says:
*CNS*: Acknowledged

SB_OPS_Lt_Sorensen says:
@::Works her station. Doing routing checks.::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::loks back at the XO and then back at the Ready room door::

EO_Hewitt says:
::takes a look at the SO... which used to be my last assignment::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::smiles:: CMO: house call?

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: i concurr withe Lieutenant jameson, sir

CNS_Lerner says:
::arrives at a docking port with Admiral Savek:: Savek: After you Sir!

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::turns to the ACTO::  ACTO: No response?

CMO_Viper says:
CO: You could say that, but you know you shouldn't have a headache for no reason.

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Stress getting to you?

XO-Toorain_ says:
OPS: And I would like to think that this teddy bear does not belong in a Starfleet Command position-are you insinuating that the Captain has the ability of a cuddly toy?

Host Savek says:
Cns: Beauty before age ::smiles::

SB_ACTO_Galenzoski says:
@::CTO: No no response yet..

XO-Toorain_ says:
FCO: Is there a problem?

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Yes sir.

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@*Seleya*: This is Commander Kimiko Sigiura, Chief Security Officer on the Starbase, please respond, Seleya

CNS_Lerner says:
::smiles widely::

Waiter_Lara says:
@*T`Lar*: sorry.. what’s wrong?

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: Sir, do you not have anything more important to do?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CMO: More than likely and before you say it yes I know I'm overdue for a physical

OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  Sir.  I don't think u should speak like that in front of a commanding officer.  He is the manager of the 8th fleet.

CNS_Lerner says:
::walks with the Admiral past the Security Guard on exits Seleya::

XO-Toorain_ says:
FCO: Lucky you.

EO_Hewitt says:
SO: I'm Tom Hewitt ... Is the chief giving you problems Ensign?

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*Lara* Tell me you’re not wearing it.

XO-Toorain_ says:
CIV: No.

SO_Farewell says:
CEO: The DNA sequences don't match and the signature also doesn't, only the signature of the dead CNS does compare...  ::points at the console's screen::

MO_Suder says:
~~~CMO: sir, if you see the captain, can you please tell him he's overdue for a physical?~~~

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Very good than.  What do you have to do next today?

Host Savek says:
@::walks onto the Starbase::

XO-Toorain_ says:
OPS: 'He's is a teddy bear.

OPS_Jameson says:
COMM:  Kimiko:  This is the Seleya.

CIV_Kormel says:
::sighs::

CMO_Viper says:
~~~MO: It's taken care of Kes~~~

CNS_Lerner says:
@*SB Ops*: May Admiral Savek be escorted to his quarters?

CEO_Lira says:
SO: But we still have a DNA sequence in there

Waiter_Lara says:
@ *T`Lar*: wearing what? I was in the kitchen.. I don't have a comm badge like you do

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::spots Savek::  *OPS*: Never mind, Seleya, I see your party now.  Sigiura out.

SO_Farewell says:
::turns to the EO::  EO: No no...  ::smiles::  I'm Jonathan Farewell, pleased to meet you...

MO_Suder says:
::smiles:: ~~~CMO: you're a fast worker!~~~  ::wonder if CMO will realize the innuendo in her statement::

CNS_Lerner says:
@::grins at the Admiral:: Savek: I think you are your own boss however, Sir?

Host Savek says:
@::walks towards the SB_CTO ::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CMO: I will be free in a few minutes Dr. I will come down then

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*Lara* The blue and yellow thing.

MO_Suder says:
::decides to try contacting the EO again:: *EO*: Suder to Hewitt...

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::approaches Savek:: Savek: Admiral, it's a pleasure to see you again, sir....

OPS_Jameson says:
XO:  No,  sir.  He is officially the manager.  I'm sorry to have to break this to you.

Host Savek says:
@Cns: In this life we are all shackled to our roles

CNS_Lerner says:
@::steps aside as the Admiral is greeted by the SB CTO::

EO_Hewitt says:
::senses some telepathic energy on the ship::

EO_Hewitt says:
SO: Likewise.... any help you might need from an ex SO ?

Host Savek says:
@SB_CTO: We have a mess to straighten out . You know the Master-At Arms that was serving on the Board of Inquiry? We need to "talk " to him

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Captain, I'm requesting a written schedule from you.  Please send it to my tonight.  I would like to keep track of you, and to make sure your headaches don't reoccur.  Here's the hypospray.  Take 5ccs every hour, until it's empty.  ::passes the hypo::

CEO_Lira says:
SO ; lets down load all the information to be handed over to the Starbase I Have A feeling we shouldn't delve to deeply into this

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: Sir, permission to go to the Starbase and prepare for the FCO's wedding

MO_Suder says:
*EO*: LT! respond! ::is really getting sick of this::

SO_Farewell says:
EO: Well, if you could look at this... ::points:: it just doesn't fit..

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CMO: Yes Dr, thank you!

FCO_Ekaf says:
::hits the chime::

CNS_Lerner says:
@Savek/SB_CTO: Am I required Sirs?  I am invited to the wedding of one of our crew and would like to be present?

CEO_Lira says:
:; Starts to download all the information ::

Waiter_Lara says:
@ *T`Lar*: wearing what? I was in the kitchen.. I don't have a comm. badge like you do

SO_Farewell says:
::looks confused::  CEO: I agree on that Ma'am....it's a but too complex...

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::Savek:: Aye, sir.  I'll contact him straight away.  I have read your reports.  It sounds like there's a lot of work to do....

Host Savek says:
@Cns: I think while I enjoy your presence, You must have better things to do

FCO_Ekaf says:
*CO* can I see you please? It’s important

CMO_Viper says:
CO: I will be expecting the schedule by 08:00 hours tonight.  Have a good day, and relax a bit.

EO_Hewitt says:
*MO*: Getting you loud and clear doctor...and how are you?

OPS_Jameson says:
::starts to hum...again::

CMO_Viper says:
CO: Let me know when you finish the hypospray.

CNS_Lerner says:
@::nods at the Admiral:: Savek: I hope for a good outcome Sir ... thank you for your kindness

Host CO_Bolitho says:
CMO: Aye Sir ::grins:: *FCO* Yes I will see you now Lt.

CEO_Lira says:
SO: It is which is why I’m a little worried about what we are going to find

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: Sir?

FCO_Ekaf says:
:walks in the ready room::

Host Savek says:
@Cns: Thank you for your courtesy as well ::smiles::

SB_OPS_Lt_Sorensen says:
@*Lt_T'Lar* Do you have everything you require for the ceremony?

CMO_Viper says:
::Exits the ready room::

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@CNS: Actually, Counselor, I would appreciate any input you have into the situation  ::turns to Savek:: Savek:  That is, if you don't mind, Admiral.

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*OPS* I think so...

MO_Suder says:
::sighs, finally getting an answer:: *EO*: I’d be a lot better tom if you were down here when i called you last time, that way I would be finished your physical and could get on with other work! ::hates the sound of tension in her voice::

XO-Toorain_ says:
CIV: I'll think about it.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Uses the hypospray and turns to look at the FCO: FCO: Yes what can I do for you?

FCO_Ekaf says:
CO: As you know its my wedding in about 5 minutes and the XO will not relieve me of duty and threatens to put me in the brig.

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: Aye, sir

Host Savek says:
@SB_CTO: As you think needed

Waiter_Lara says:
@::takes another drink of her Kanar and looks over the room::

SB_OPS_Lt_Sorensen says:
@*T'Lar* Otherwise let me know.

FCO_Ekaf says:
CO: I still have to get ready sir..

CNS_Lerner says:
@SB_CTO:  May I report into you after our FCO's wedding?  I would hate to miss that Sir?

SO_Farewell says:
CEO: Maybe....doesn't look too good, but we could save the information to be analyzed later...and hand a copy over to the Starbase personnel...

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*OPS* Yes.

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@CNS: Of course, Lieutenant.  I'll see you in my office on deck 6.

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*:  Dr. Suder.  Have you sent the clone evidence to the station yet?

MO_Suder says:
*FCO*: Eman...when's teh wedding?
.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Go to your wedding Lt. just arrange your replacement

EO_Hewitt says:
CEO: Permission to head for sickbay?

FCO_Ekaf says:
*MO* In about 5 minutes.

MO_Suder says:
*CMO*: Yse sir...it's already sent sir...is there anything else i can do ?

FCO_Ekaf says:
CO: thank you sir!

FCO_Ekaf says:
:;leaves ready room in a rush::

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*

Host CO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Good luck

CNS_Lerner says:
@SB_CTO: Thank you Sir ... in about 2 hours I think .... all other things being equal ::smiles and makes her way back to the Seleya::

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Forget the wedding sir; you are no longer invited.

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@Self: Uh-oh.


MO_Suder says:
*EO*: It's too late now...I’ll get you tomorrow...

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*: No, it looks like you and I both are free for the next while.

CEO_Lira says:
SO: Ok your the Science guy :: Smiles :: but I want it handed over we can always look over the data at another day

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Forget the wedding sir, you are no longer invited.

CIV_Kormel says:
XO:Sir, permission to depart to Starbase 13

XO-Toorain_ says:
FCO: It's alright, i've decided to come along ::smiles::

CEO_Lira says:
EO: Im sorry what did you want

XO-Toorain_ says:
CIV: Permission granted.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* Bolitho to Jameson

SO_Farewell says:
::grins::  CEO: Aye Ma'am  ::looks at the time::

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: Thank you, sir

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: Shall I arrange a replacement aide, sir?

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: your not coming sir...

CNS_Lerner says:
::re-boards Seleya and rushes through the corridors to her quarters to change into dress uniform::

OPS_Jameson says:
*CO*:  Yes sir?

MO_Suder says:
::nods:: *CMO: I'll see you at the wedding then...your best dress uniform now sir...don't forget!

XO-Toorain_ says:
CIV: No.

CIV_Kormel says:
XO: Understood, sir

CEO_Lira says:
SO/EO : I will be on the bridge if you need me

CIV_Kormel says:
::steps into TL::

SO_Farewell says:
*FCO*: When are you expecting me Sir..?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::organizes a replacement for FCO::

MO_Suder says:
*CO*: permission to beam over to the Starbase sir...

Host Savek says:
@SB_CTO: Perhaps in the meantime we can "visit" this Master at Arms

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* My ready room please!

FCO_Ekaf says:
*SO* 3 minutes!

CIV_Kormel says:
FCO:You coming, Eman?

Waiter_Lara says:
@*T`Lar*: Care to join us for some Kanar?

SO_Farewell says:
CEO: Yes Ma'am..

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*: Of course Doctor.

CNS_Lerner says:
*Bridge*: Can someone advise me where Lt. Ekaf's wedding will take place?

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@Savek:  Of course, sir...::leads the Admiral off::

MO_Suder says:
Grey: Sickbay is yours Patrick, take good care of it...

OPS_Jameson says:
*CO*:  On my way sir

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*Lara* Are you insane?! Okay, I mean, no, thank you.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
*MO* You should be asking the XO Dr. but granted

MO_Suder says:
<Grey>: understood Kesh...have a ball...

Host Savek says:
@::goes with the SB_CTO::

EO_Hewitt says:
*MO*: Make up your mind doctor...  CEO: Never mind.... ::walks to the core rail and takes a look at the readings on the console::

SO_Farewell says:
*FCO*: Three minutes..???  Oh no...I'll try to be here as soon as possible..

CMO_Viper says:
::exits the bridge onto a turbolift::  TL: Deck 13

OPS_Jameson says:
::walks across the bridge to the door of the ready room, and waits for the door to chime::

Waiter_Lara says:
@::bites back a rude comment:: *T`Lar*: ok.. ::closes comm::

CEO_Lira says:
:: Leaves Main engineering :: *MO* Have you something for my head ache now

Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS; Come

FCO_Ekaf says:
*ALL* The weddings in 5 minutes. All of you, with the exception of the XO are invited.

FCO_Ekaf says:
CIV: lets go!

FCO_Ekaf says:
:;walks into the Turbolift::

MO_Suder says:
*EO*: remind me to have a talk with you later... ::voice sounds dangerous::

CIV_Kormel says:
::grins:: FCO:i have to get some items in my quarters,,,,

OPS_Jameson says:
::walks into the ready room::  CO:  Jameson reporting sir.

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*Lara* Okay, are we all set, done, ready?

CNS_Lerner says:
::hears the ship wide comm. from the FCO and sighs with relief as she straightens her collar::

FCO_Ekaf says:
CIV: see you there!

Waiter_Lara says:
@*T`Lar*: aye we are

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::gestures to a chair :: OPS: Have a seat Lt.

CIV_Kormel says:
FCO: Yes, you will

MO_Suder says:
*CEO*: I'm about to beam over to the Starbase...about time i got off this ship, i'll meet you in the Transporter rooms...

CMO_Viper says:
::exits turbolift and head to his quarters, 1300::

FCO_Ekaf says:
:;dives into quarters and starts to get changed.

CIV_Kormel says:
::Exits TL on deck 2::

OPS_Jameson says:
::sits on the chair::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*Lara* Good luck.

CIV_Kormel says:
::enters quarters:: Self: knife... bloodwine...

SO_Farewell says:
::begins downloading the data::

CIV_Kormel says:
Self: where did i put that bloodwine?...

CEO_Lira says:
:: sighs when she dosn't hear from Kesh and heads for the turbolift ::

XO_Toorain says:
::taps console to determine the location of the wedding::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::runs out of quarters::

MO_Suder says:
::settles collar of dress uniform, looking very nice in white::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::begins pacing again::

EO_Hewitt says:
~~~~ MO: I heard that..... ::keeping in tune almost by reflex to the MO's telepathic frequency:: ~~~~

SB_OPS_Lt_Sorensen says:
*FCO* The wedding will be held in holodeck 3.

CIV_Kormel says:
::finds the barrel:: Self: hmm.. should i beam it or carry it.. 

FCO_Ekaf says:
::runs back to quarters and grabs the ring::

CIV_Kormel says:
Self: what the heck, i could use the exercise

CNS_Lerner says:
::rushes out of her quarters .... hoping she has the correct location for the wedding .... scoots past the same Security Guard at the docking port and arrives, panting and out of breath back on Starbase 13::

CIV_Kormel says:
::grabs the barrel of bloodwine and straps on his various weaponry::

MO_Suder says:
::heads out to turbo-lifts:: ~~~EO: pardon?~~~

FCO_Ekaf says:
::runs back out of the quarters and heads for Holodeck 3:: *XO* Please don't try anything to ruin my day, like attending.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Sighs and think to himself this hypospray is not working:: OPS: Lt. Why was a Risan civilian beamed aboard?

OPS_Jameson says:
::looks questioningly at the CO::

CIV_Kormel says:
::Walks to docking port::

CMO_Viper says:
::changes into his white dress uniform with blue trim::

SO_Farewell says:
::finishes the download::  *CEO*: Download complete Ma'am...you can get the Padd in Engineering when you you are ready, I have to go to the FCO's wedding...

SO_Farewell says:
*FCO*: I'm on my way...

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@:Self: Oh, Gods.

OPS_Jameson says:
CO:  Sir..there was a transporter malfunction

CIV_Kormel says:
Self: Oh yes! dress uniform!

CNS_Lerner says:
@*SB-OPS*: There is a wedding scheduled in about five minutes ... any idea where please?  I am late!

CEO_Lira says:
*SO* Ok thanks

MO_Suder says:
::picks up speed to reach Transporters on time::

EO_Hewitt says:
::smiles and doesn't answer the MO....turning around:: CEO: ???

CIV_Kormel says:
::reenters quarters and puts on dress uniform::

CEO_Lira says:
*MO* Kesh you still in Sickbay?

CMO_Viper says:
::tugs at collar and walks out of his quarters and into a turbolift again::  TL: Deck 6

SO_Farewell says:
::runs into the TL::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::gets to Holodeck 3 and tidies himself up, but hasn't entered yet::

FCO_Ekaf says:
*SO* Ok

CIV_Kormel says:
::exits quarters and carries barrel of bloodwine::

EO_Hewitt says:
SO: Where did the Chief go?

SB_OPS_Lt_Sorensen says:
@*CNS* It is to be held on the holodeck.

MO_Suder says:
*CEO*: On my way to Transporters as i said Tam...where are you?  ::enters TR::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::is waiting, and waiting, and waiting...::

CIV_Kormel says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Docking port

XO_Toorain says:
::strides into a Bridge TL:: TL: Docking port.

MO_Suder says:
~~~EO: keep out of my thoughts Lt unless i give you express permission...do i need to report your behaviour to Bolitho?~~~

Waiter_Lara says:
@::finishes off her Kanar and thanks the chef for sharing.. claps her hands:: ok people.. it's show time!

CMO_Viper says:
::reaches deck 6 and gets off the turbolift and walks down the hall to the transportr room::

FCO_Ekaf says:
@ ::outside holodeck 3 breathing deeply trying to calm himself::

SO_Farewell says:
::exits the TL again and runs into his quarters...changing into his dress uniform::

CNS_Lerner says:
@::finds out she should be at one of the holodecks and heads off in that direction::

CEO_Lira says:
*MO* Turbolift going back down to Main Engineering

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*FCO* Where are you?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: And why was she still on board Lt. and not beamed directly back to Risa?

MO_Suder says:
::smiles as she sees CMO coming towards her:; CMO: looking very handsome sir, if I may say so...

MO_Suder says:
<so>

CNS_Lerner says:
@::arrives, also out of breath to see the FCO looking nervous::

SO_Farewell says:
::runs out his quarters again...fully dressed into the TL::

FCO_Ekaf says:
@ *SB T'Lar* I'll be 10 seconds

CIV_Kormel says:
::enters Starbase and walks around for a while, thinking where is the wedding?::

SO_Farewell says:
TL: Airlock

MO_Suder says:
*CEO*: want me to wait for you Tam?

CEO_Lira says:
:: Leaves Turbolift and re enters Main Engineering ::

XO_Toorain says:
::arrives at the docking port, and walks into the Starbase::

EO_Hewitt says:
~~~~ MO: You and I are linked too easily.... it's hard to stay out when I hear you come in...~~~~

CNS_Lerner says:
@FCO: A great day for you Eman!

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@*FCO* Make it five, we#re running out of time.

CMO_Viper says:
MO: As are you looking ever so charming Kes.  And you don't have to call me sir, I have a first name now.

FCO_Ekaf says:
@::enters the Holdeck::

CIV_Kormel says:
*FCO* : Eman, where’s the wedding?

CEO_Lira says:
*MO* No, Kesh; I have to see the Starbase CTO; I  Will try and get to the wedding as soon as I can

SO_Farewell says:
::runs through the airlock into the Starbase TL::

CMO_Viper says:
::couldn't help but here what the EO sent to the MO and starts to giggle::

XO_Toorain says:
@::walks into a Starbase TL:: TL: Holodeck three.

FCO_Ekaf says:
*CIV* ::laughs:: holodeck 3 on the Starbase.


EO_Hewitt says:
<SO2> EO: She left Lieutenant...

CIV_Kormel says:
FCO: OH! I’ll be right there!

MO_Suder says:
*CEO*: OK Tam...I’ll see you over there

CIV_Kormel says:
::walks towards holodeck 3::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO:  She wouldn't willingly leave, and i didn't want to become in trouble for forcing her.

FCO_Ekaf says:
@ CNS: Yeah, I am really nervous.

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Sorry.  ::Still laughing::

CNS_Lerner says:
@::hears Kormel's comm.: *All Seleya Crew*:  You are late for our FCO's wedding ... all those coming ... holodeck 3 on the Starbase ... make it snappy!

EO_Hewitt says:
SO2: Thank you Ensign...

MO_Suder says:
::looks at CMO:: CMO: um, what's so funny?

CEO_Lira says:
:: Enters Main engineering Walks over to the PADD and picks it up :: *MO* Ok

CIV_Kormel says:
@::enters TL:: TL: Holodeck 3

SO_Farewell says:
::hyperventilates:: *FCO*: I'll be there in a minute...

MO_Suder says:
~~~EO: just try, please...I’m having a hard enough time without having to shut you out!~~~

CIV_Kormel says:
@::struggles with the barrel::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::walks to the appropriate place in Holodeck 3::

SO_Farewell says:
TL: Holodeck 3

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Your friend, the EO.  ::hears announcement and steps onto pad::

FCO_Ekaf says:
:;very quiet:;

CEO_Lira says:
:: Sighs, reading the PADD, wondering why she never makes anything on time lately ::

CIV_Kormel says:
@::enters Holodeck 3::

MO_Suder says:
::enters TR and waits for CMO::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Coming Kes?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::stands alone::

CIV_Kormel says:
All: I Made IT!

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::looks at the FCO:: FCO: All set?

CNS_Lerner says:
@::hopes a few more people will arrive before the bride gets here::

CIV_Kormel says:
::dumps barrel on the floor with a very loud thump::

MO_Suder says:
::nods:: CMO: what about him?

FCO_Ekaf says:
@ SB: I think so. :;checks he has the ring::


CNS_Lerner says:
@::wonders where Lrin got to::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::shakes his head:: OPS: Not acceptable Lt. You’re a Starfleet officer, she was a civilian

SO_Farewell says:
@::exits the TL and runs down the corridor to holodeck 3::

EO_Hewitt says:
~~~~ MO: Could it be we are in tuned for more than one reason? ~~~~

FCO_Ekaf says:
@ ::looks at the CIV::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@FCO: Forgot everything you could?

CMO_Viper says:
CMO: Your little mind love opera.  He seems to be disturbing you.  you seem agitated.

EO_Hewitt says:
::grins at ME and the fact he's almost left to himself::

CMO_Viper says:
::stands on the pad::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO: She was detained in the Brig under the CTO's instruction Sir.

CNS_Lerner says:
@::looks up to see Farewell arrive:: SO: Glad you made it ... just waiting for the bride I think ::smiles::

CMO_Viper says:
<supposed to be MO>

SO_Farewell says:
@::enters holodeck 3::

FCO_Ekaf says:
@ SB: Yes, just about....I'm nervous though.

CEO_Lira says:
:: Walks out of Main Engineering and heads for the Starbase still reading through the Data ::

MO_Suder says:
::sighs:: ~~~EO: we can discuss this later...~~~

CIV_Kormel says:
@::walks up to the FCO:: FCO: How are you doing?

XO_Toorain says:
@::standing at the back of holodeck three::

CMO_Viper says:
Transporter Chief:  Beam the Doctor and myself over please.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  All required for the wedding are now gathered in the Starbase holodeck, and the ceremony begins

SO_Farewell says:
::wipes the sweat of his forehead::  CNS: I'm glad to Ma'am...costed me a lot of running... ::smiles at the CNS::

EO_Hewitt says:
~~~~ MO: Over dinner maybe? ~~~~

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::headache is getting worse:: OPS: Lt. has the transporter malfunction been resolved?

SO_Farewell says:
<@>

CMO_Viper says:
<Chief> CMO: Beaming now.

FCO_Ekaf says:
@XO: Leave now. I'm not asking I am telling you, or do I have to get security?

CNS_Lerner says:
@::standing at the rear of holodeck 3 as the music starts::

CIV_Kormel says:
@::gets ready for the blessing of the union::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::looks around:: All: We're gathered here...

MO_Suder says:
::is now out of telepathic range with EO:: <eg>

OPS_Jameson says:
CO:  Yes.  I saw to it personally sir

CEO_Lira says:
:: enters transporter room and transport to the Starbase ::

XO_Toorain says:
FCO: One may not refuse another entrance to a wedding.

Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Will it happen again?

FCO_Ekaf says:
@XO: I just did, now get out.

MO_Suder says:
::CMO: you think I’m agitated?...that would be an understatement...

OPS_Jameson says:
CO:  It should not sir.

MO_Suder says:
<@>

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::goes on with the ceremony:: FCO: Will you...

CMO_Viper says:
@::looks for a seat::

Waiter_Lara says:
@::has the lights turned up and the doors unlocked.. posting to doormen and a sigh to indicate the lounge is off limits for the day::

CNS_Lerner says:
@::sees a small amount of trouble developing ... wonders whether to get involved ... decides not::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Good; that’s all I want to hear, You’re dismissed

XO_Toorain says:
FCO: You may not do this.  You may refuse me a seat, a program of events, etc, but you may not refuse one entry.

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::in her office, working on security reports::

FCO_Ekaf says:
@ *CTO* Can you get someone to escort the XO out of my wedding. He's not wanted here.

OPS_Jameson says:
::stands up::  CO: Yes sir

CEO_Lira says:
@ :: Materializes on the Starbase and heads for the CTO's office ::

CIV_Kormel says:
@XO: With all due respect, sir

SO_Farewell says:
@FCO: Just calm down...don't worry about that...  :;gives the XO a bad look and walks the FCO to T'Lar::

OPS_Jameson says:
::walks out of the ready room,  and tries to rush to Holodeck::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::looks around:: All: What the HECK is going on, is this a wedding, or a theater?

FCO_Ekaf says:
@XO: Are you really that stupid and arrogant that your going to ruin the best day of my life?

CIV_Kormel says:
@::very very loud scream:: XO: BE QUIET!

FCO_Ekaf says:
@SO: thanks..

MO_Suder says:
@ ::settles in beside CMO wondering what calling him 2Matt" will be like::

XO_Toorain says:
@::RAER::

CNS_Lerner says:
@::Lrin arrives ... looking as beautiful as a Gallamite female can::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::follows OPS out of his ready room:: OPS: Are you going to the wedding?

FCO_Ekaf says:
@All in holodeck 3: Lets start!

OPS_Jameson says:
::looks behind::  CO:  Yes I am sir.

CMO_Viper says:
::Looks around at all the people and just remembers he forgot his holo-camera::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
OPS: May I walk with you?

CNS_Lerner says:
@<Lrin>:: enters Holodeck 3 and looks around nervously::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::goes on, a bit quieter:: FCO: Are you, Eman Ekaf.... ::goes on, by the book::

OPS_Jameson says:
CO:  Of course Sir

FCO_Ekaf says:
<Lrin> ::prepares to walk down the aisle::

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::notices someone approaching her office::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Damn.  ::whispering:  I left my camera in my quarters.

MO_Suder says:
::grins and leans over to CMO:: CMO: Matt...forget something?

SO_Farewell says:
@::stands behind the FCO, looking around the holodeck::

FCO_Ekaf says:
<Lrin> :;walks down the aisle with the music playing::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Lrin arrives at the altar

CEO_Lira says:
@ Walks to the CTO’s office and chimes the door ::

CNS_Lerner says:
@<Lrin>:: Looking beautiful

OPS_Jameson says:
::walks with the CO::

MO_Suder says:
::smiles and produces his camera:: CMO: You left in in Sickbay yesterday... ::hands it over:: now, be sparing...

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::goes on with the ceremony::

CIV_Kormel says:
@::prepares for blessing the marriage::

Waiter_Lara says:
@::has a seat at the bar with the staff and waits for the guest.. talking about life and drinking more Kanar and Ale::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::walks with the Lt. Jameson into the turbolift which is directed to the nearest docking station::

EO_Hewitt says:
::notices a few problems with the relays to the backup systems::

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@CEO: Come in.

CMO_Viper says:
MO: So that's where it was.  Thank you.  ::grabs camera and takes a few shots of the guests::
.
CNS_Lerner says:
@::is reverently following the service::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@FCO: Will you, Eman Ekaf, take... :::goes on, reading form the text::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The XO leaves the wedding, in a huff that he is so obviously unwelcomed

EO_Hewitt says:
::punches a few sets of commands and redirects the power::

CIV_Kormel says:
::Restrains a laugh at the XO::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
::boards the station and heads over to holodeck 3 with Lt. Jameson and enters::

XO_Toorain says:
@::changes mind, and turns back in::

MO_Suder says:
::smiles:: CMO: anything I can do... ~~~CMO: I hear you had a conversation with Bolitho today...~~~

CNS_Lerner says:
@::shushes the Captain and OPS as they enter::

OPS_Jameson says:
@::passes an angry Ferengi on her way in::

FCO_Ekaf says:
@SB/Lrin: I do...I do.

OPS_Jameson says:
::wonders what got in his ears!!!!::

@CMO_Viper says:
~~~MO: Yes, I did.  It went well, just as I expected.~~~

CEO_Lira says:
@:: Walks in :: CTO_Stiiguiura: Sir, I have this report to give you in connection to what has happened on the Seleya

MO_Suder says:
::looks around and notices CTO sitting in a separate row, shakes head a bit::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@Lrin: Will you, Lrin...

XO_Toorain says:
@::smiling::

FCO_Ekaf says:
@ <Lrin> SB/FCO: I do.

CEO_Lira says:
@ :: Hands the PADD over ::

EO_Hewitt says:
::moves to panel B and finds the bad relay... scanning for any other problems.... then replaces it as easy as it was removed::

MO_Suder says:
@~~~CMO: Good...I hope you're not in trouble over what I did...and I know I shouldn't have done it by the way...~~~

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@Hereby I declare you husband and wife, you may kiss the bride.

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::takes the PADD and looks::  CEO: You'd better sit down, Lieutenant.

CNS_Lerner says:
@::watches as the marriage proceeds::

OPS_Jameson says:
@::Looks around at everyone in their dress uniform...and feels awful in her usual one::


Host CO_Bolitho says:
::enters in time to see the XO leaving, shrugs to himself and takes a seat at the back to watch the wedding::

XO_Toorain says:
@ Self: Eeeeugh......they're so.....disgusting..........

CMO_Viper says:
@~~~MO: No worries.  Is something wrong between you two?~~~  ::motions his head to the CTO?::

CEO_Lira says:
@ :: Sighs :: SB_CTO : yes Sir :: Sits Down::

Waiter_Lara says:
@Matt: I thought I told you blue icing on the cupcakes?

MO_Suder says:
@ ::looks over at CMO::  ~~~CMO: what makes you think that?!~~~

Waiter_Lara says:
@Matt: No! Don’t lick it off!! Just make some new ones!

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@CEO: I think you need to talk me through this, bit by bit.....

EO_Hewitt says:
*CEO*: Chief... sorry to interrupt... I got a problem down here...

FCO_Ekaf says:
ACTION: Lrin and Ekaf Kiss

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The marriage ceremony is completed

CIV_Kormel says:
@::gets ready to bless the marriage::

CMO_Viper says:
@::looks over at the MO::  ~~~MO: Oh come on.  It's rather obvious you two aren't best buds right now.~~~

Waiter_Lara says:
@Scooter: help that poor boy! I think he's drunk

FCO_Ekaf says:
@CIV: its your go!

CNS_Lerner says:
@::applauds the married couple:: FCO/Lrin: All happiness to both of you!

XO_Toorain says:
@ Self: they're so disgusting.........

CEO_Lira says:
@SB_CTO: well sir it’s a bit confusing; it starts off with a dead CNS and a live CNS

CMO_Viper says:
@::notices the kiss and snaps a shot::

CIV_Kormel says:
@All: All who have gathered here today! i will now bless this marriage in the ancient way of my people!

FCO_Ekaf says:
@ <FCO and Lrin> CIV: Thank you.

SO_Farewell says:
@::smiles at the FCO and his bride and watches the CIV::

CEO_Lira says:
@ SB_CTO: its all on the Padd sir a full report

CIV_Kormel says:
@FCO/Lrin: no problem at all

MO_Suder says:
@ ::is obviously having trouble keeping it all in:: ~~~CMO: not a goo dtime to bring it up Matt...~~~

CIV_Kormel says:
@::draws his d'ktagh  and grabs a chalice of wine::

Host CO_Bolitho says:
@ ::heads over to the FCO:: FCO: Congrats Lt. I wish you and your bride all the best

OPS_Jameson says:
@::Watches the couple,  distracted by telepathic conversations around her::

 CIV_Kormel says:
@Lrin:this will not hurt at all

CEO_Lira says:
@SB_CTO: Please excuse me sir :: Taps Comm Badge:: *EO* What is it ?

FCO_Ekaf says:
@CO: thankyou sir..Its been a hecktic day but i am pleased and happy

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@::nods::

CMO_Viper says:
@~~~MO: No problem.~~~

CIV_Kormel says:
@::quickly makes a tiny slit on Lrin's hand, and takes the blood on his finger, and then dips it in the bloodwine::

CIV_Kormel says:
@::Repeats the procedure for Ekaf::

SB_Lt_T`Lar says:
@::is a bit confuzzled::

MO_Suder says:
@ ::nods, knowing she hasn't gotten away that easily::.

FCO_Ekaf says:
@ CIV: Thank you, Kormel!

EO_Hewitt says:
*CEO*: ::wondering if she's drunk or something already:: Are you able to come back to the ship... there's a problem in ME...

CNS_Lerner says:
@<Lrin>: Does not like bleeding but puts up with it

CIV_Kormel says:
@FCO/Lrin: Now,drink this drink of life! share it!

XO_Toorain says:
@CIV: Does your blessing include death by painsticks?

Host CO_Bolitho says:
@::turns on his heel and exits the holodeck heading back to his ship::

FCO_Ekaf says:
ACTION: both drink of the cup and the blessing is complete

CIV_Kormel says:
@::looks evilly at XO::

CMO_Viper says:
@::looks at the XO and starts to film::

CEO_Lira says:
@*EO* Not right now; tell me what the problem is please?

XO_Toorain says:
@::smiling::

SB_CTO_Sigiura says:
@CEO: Is that not something that your Engineering staff can handle?

CIV_Kormel says:
@::moves out of the way::

MO_Suder says:
@@smiles to herself seeing the couple, and that Klingon blessing::

CNS_Lerner says:
@::thinks that she cannot stay too long, having to report to SB-CTO on Deck 6::

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Seleya Mission:  Taking Stock>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Seleya Mission:  Taking Stock>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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